




1 Lesson 1 • AT THE partyAT THE partyAT THE party

the slangman guide to STREET SPEAK 1 (ASSESSMENTS)

o 1. to get a grip

o 2. to crash a party

o 3. what’s up with

o 4. party pooper

o 5. party animal

o 6. hottie

o 7. “No way!”

o 8. to mess with someone

o 9. to have a blast

o 10. to check someone/something out

o 11. to be unable to stand someone/something

o 12. to bug someone

A. to have a great time

B. to annoy someone

C. to dislike a lot

D. to look at

E. to tease someone

F. lover of parties

G. what’s wrong with

H. to come to a party uninvited

I. to get control of one’s emotions

J. “That’s impossible!”

K. sexy person

L. negative person

1. MATCHing
Match the idiom or slang words with their definition by writing the correct letter in
the box. You will only use each letter once. (12 pts) Good luck and have a blast!*

*Have a blast! = Have a great time!
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2Lesson 1 • AT THE partyAT THE partyAT THE party

the slangman guide to STREET SPEAK 1 (ASSESSMENTS)

1. Partygoer A: Hey, did you see Ryan at the party last night?

Partygoer B: Yeah! What was up with him? He just sat there and didn’t talk to anyone.

Partygoer A: I agree! He was being such a _____________________________.

2. Partygoer A: I thought you didn’t invite Amy to your party!

Partygoer B: I didn’t! She must be ____________________________. 

Partygoer A: That’s really annoying. She knows you _____________________ her.

3. Partygoer A: I’m really nervous about seeing Jake at the party tomorrow.

Partygoer B: Would you _____________________? You know he likes you, too!

4. Partygoer A: I thought the dance last night was so boring. I wish I didn’t go.

Partygoer B: What?! How can you say that? I _________________________!

5. Partygoer A: Tina said she hates when people only talk about themselves.

Partygoer B: Me, too. It really _________________.

Partygoer A: I think she was talking about you!

crashing the party

party pooper

had a blast

bugs me

can’t stand

get a grip

2. FILL IN THE BLANKS
Fill in the conversation with the correct
idiom or slang words in the box. You will
only use each answer once. (6 pts)
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3 Lesson 1 • AT THE partyAT THE partyAT THE party

the slangman guide to STREET SPEAK 1 (ASSESSMENTS)

3. TRUE OR FALSE
Decide if the sentence is either true or false by
placing a check in the appropriate box. (5 pts)

1. Person A: My new boyfriend is a famous movie star. 

Person B: You’re messing with me!

Person A: Okay, fine. He’s my coworker.

Person B knew that Person A was telling a lie.

o True       o False

2. Person A: Matt is such a hottie. 

Person B: I don’t know. He really bugs me. 

Person A: We aren’t talking about his personality!

Person A thinks Matt is ugly.

o True       o False

3. Person A: Check out my new outfit.

Person B: It’s cute!

Person B bought Person A some new clothes.

o True       o False

4. Person A: I drank so much beer last night! 

Person B: You’re such a party animal!

Person A doesn’t like to socialize.

o True       o False

5. Person A: Did you know that Melissa and Andrew kissed last night?

Person B: No way!

Person B disagrees with Person A.   

o True       o False
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4Lesson 1 • AT THE partyAT THE partyAT THE party

the slangman guide to STREET SPEAK 1 (ASSESSMENTS)

4. YOU’RE THE AUTHOR!
Finish the conversation using the idioms and slang words in the box. We’ll

start the dialogue for you based on the situation below. 

Note: You may need to change the form of the words to be grammatically

correct in your conversation. It should be a complete conversation and

it should include all of the words in the box. You will be graded on

whether or not the idioms and slang words are used correctly. (15 pts)

An drew: This party is fantastic!

Mary: Do you want to leave soon?

can’t stand mess with check out No way! party pooper

Situation: Angelina and Mary are friends in college. Tonight, they are at a party at a friends’

house. There are a lot of people there from their classes and their dormitories.

Angelina is excited because she is going to see a guy there that she really likes. She

hasn’t talked to him before, but she thinks tonight might be the night. Mary is not very

excited about going to the party because there is a guy there who likes her, but she

doesn’t like him back.



5 Lesson 2 • AT THE marketAT THE marketAT THE marketAT THE market

the slangman guide to STREET SPEAK 1 (ASSESSMENTS)

1. MATCHing
Match the idiom or slang words with their definition by writing the correct letter in
the box. You will only use each letter once. (10 pts) Hang in there!*

*Hang in there! = Stay strong and don’t give up!

o 1. to die for

o 2. a rip-off

o 3. to ring up

o 4. rock-bottom

o 5. to carry

o 6. to slash

o 7. veggies

o 8. making my mouth water

o 9. from scratch

o 10. to pick up

A. absolutely fantastic

B. to buy

C. to total

D. vegetables

E. extremely low

F. thievery

G. from the very beginning (and
using fresh ingredients)

H. to provide customers with

I. making me drool

J. to reduce significantly
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6Lesson 2 • AT THE marketAT THE marketAT THE marketAT THE market

the slangman guide to STREET SPEAK 1 (ASSESSMENTS)

1. Cashier: Are you ready to pay?

Shopper: Absolutely!

Cashier: Great! I can _________________ your order over here.

2. Shopper A: Have you tried the cakes from their bakery?

Shopper B: Yes! They’re ____________________________. 

Shopper A: I heard they were delicious! I’ll have to try them.

3. Shopper: I want to bake a cake __________________. Which aisle______________ baked goods?

Cashier: You can find them in aisle 7.

4. Shopper A: I can’t find the ice cream I’m looking for.

Shopper B: You should try the ice cream my neighborhood market ____________________. They 
have every flavor you can imagine!

Shopper A: Okay. I’ll go there tomorrow!

5. Shopper A: I want to buy broccoli, but I just can’t get my kids to eat _______________.

Shopper B: Try putting cheese on them! That always works for my kids.

to die for ring up veggies from scratch carries

2. FILL IN THE BLANKS
Fill in the conversation with the correct
idiom or slang words in the 2box. But be
careful... you will use one of the words
twice! (5 pts)
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7 Lesson 2 • AT THE marketAT THE marketAT THE marketAT THE market

the slangman guide to STREET SPEAK 1 (ASSESSMENTS)

3. TRUE OR FALSE
Decide if the sentence is either true or false by
placing a check in the appropriate box. (5 pts)

1. Person A: Did you try the new bottled juice?

Person B: No way! I think it’s a rip-off. 

Person A: I know it’s expensive, but it is worth the money!

Person B thinks the juice costs a lot of money.

o True       o False

2. Person A: I think this price tag is wrong. 

Person B: No! It’s right. The store is closing, so they’re slashing their prices. 

Person A: Oh, great!

The prices at the store are becoming more expensive.

o True       o False

3. Person A: You should go to the market downtown.

Person B: Why?

Person A: Because they have rock-bottom prices there but great food.

Person A thinks the store downtown is too expensive.

o True       o False

4. Person A: I asked Ryan to pick up some milk. 

Person B: Great! That way we don’t have to go.

Person A asked Ryan to lift the milk off the ground.   

o True       o False

5. Person A: This cheesecake is making my mouth water, but I can’t have it!

Person B: Why not?

Person A: I’m trying to lose weight.

Person A wants the cheesecake but is trying to avoid it.   

o True       o False
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8Lesson 2 • AT THE marketAT THE marketAT THE marketAT THE market

the slangman guide to STREET SPEAK 1 (ASSESSMENTS)

4. YOU’RE THE AUTHOR!
Finish the conversation using the idioms and slang words in the box. We’ll

start the dialogue for you based on the situation below. 

Note: You may need to change the form of the words to be grammatically

correct in your conversation. It should be a complete conversation and

it should include all of the words in the box. You will be graded on

whether or not the idioms and slang words are used correctly. (15 pts)

Pe ter: What should we look for first?

Lisa: Well, let’s start at the top of the list.

to die for a rip-off veggies slashing make my mouth water

Situation: Peter and Lisa are brother and sister. Their mom has asked them to go to the grocery

store to buy food for the week. She has given them a list of items to buy. They are not

allowed to spend more than $50 and they are not allowed to buy anything that isn’t on

the list. Peter and Lisa argue often.



9 Lesson 3 • AT THE moviesAT THE moviesAT THE moviesAT THE movies

the slangman guide to STREET SPEAK 1 (ASSESSMENTS)

1. MATCHing
Match the idiom or slang words with their definition by writing the correct letter in
the box. You will only use each letter once. (12 pts) Break a leg!*

*Break a leg! (popular in the theater) = Good luck!

o 1. to be unable to act one’s

way out of a paper bag

o 2. blockbuster

o 3. premiere

o 4. bomb

o 5. to get the show on the

road

o 6. write-up

o 7. to plug

o 8. sleeper

o 9. sellout

o 10. lines

o 11. red carpet event

o 12. in the limelight

A. event where all the tickets have
been sold

B. big gathering with important
people and celebrities

C. to get started

D. the focus of attention

E. opening of a movie or play

F. words in a script

G. huge success

H. complete failure

I. review

J. movie that becomes a success
after starting slowly

K. to promote

L. to be a terrible actor

BOO!

BOO!
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10Lesson 3 • AT THE moviesAT THE moviesAT THE moviesAT THE movies

the slangman guide to STREET SPEAK 1 (ASSESSMENTS)

1. Person A: What did you think of the movie?

Person B: I thought it was slow in the beginning, but after a while, I really loved it!

Person A: I agree. It was definitely a ____________________.

2. Person A: I heard the new action film made the most money in history last weekend.

Person B: I heard the same thing! It was a real ________________________.

Person A: We have to go see it!

3. Person A: Did you see all the celebrities at the _________________________ in Hollywood?

Person B: Yeah! They were there for the new movie ____________________.

Person A: I’m so jealous that they got to see that movie before everyone else. 

4. Person A: Do you think it’s hard to be an actor?

Person B: I can’t imagine having to memorize all those ____________.

Person A: Yeah, good point. That’s a lot of work!

5. Person A: Did you read the __________________ about Leonardo DiCaprio’s new movie?

Person B: Yeah, it was a terrible review. Leo probably hated reading that!

blockbuster

lines

red carpet event

premiere

sleeper

write-up

2. FILL IN THE BLANKS
Fill in the conversation with the correct
idiom or slang words in the box. You will
only use each answer once. (6 pts)
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11 Lesson 3 • AT THE moviesAT THE moviesAT THE moviesAT THE movies

the slangman guide to STREET SPEAK 1 (ASSESSMENTS)

3. TRUE OR FALSE
Decide if the sentence is either true or false by
placing a check in the appropriate box. (6 pts)

1. Person A: I loved the new romantic comedy
with Jennifer Anniston!

Person B: You’re crazy! She can’t act her
way out of a paper bag.

Person A: I thought she delivered her lines
beautifully. 

Person A and Person B agree about the
acting in the film.  

o True       o False

2. Person A: Can you go online to buy our
movie tickets? 

Person B: I’ll try, but I think the movie is a
sellout. I doubt there are any
seats left. 

The movie is not popular. 
o True       o False

3. Person A: Can’t you just go see a movie that
I want to see for once?!

Person B: I’m not going to pay money to go
see that bomb!

Person A: Don’t listen to everyone else’s
opinion! See for yourself!

The movie probably got very bad reviews. 
o True       o False

4. Person A: What’s taking so long? 

Person B: I don’t know, but these
performers better get the
show on the road!

The show has already started.
o True       o False

5. Person A: Sometimes I wish I could be in
the limelight. 

Person B: I’m not sure it’s so great. 

Person A: Why not?

Person B: You wouldn’t have any privacy!

Person A wants to be famous.
o True       o False

6. Person A: Everyone’s excited to watch the
new zombie movie that’s
coming out. 

Person B: I know! They’ve really been
plugging that movie all over
the place!

Person A: Yeah! I see commercials for it
every few minutes on TV.

The zombie movie is being advertised
constantly.  

o True       o False
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12Lesson 3 • AT THE moviesAT THE moviesAT THE moviesAT THE movies

the slangman guide to STREET SPEAK 1 (ASSESSMENTS)

4. YOU’RE THE AUTHOR!
Finish the conversation using the idioms and slang words in the box. We’ll

start the dialogue for you based on the situation below. 

Note: You may need to change the form of the words to be grammatically

correct in your conversation. It should be a complete conversation and

it should include all of the words in the box. You will be graded on

whether or not the idioms and slang words are used correctly. (15 pts)

Michelle: What do you want to see?

Ka ren: I want to watch something scary!

write-up sellout bomb plug blockbuster

Situation: Michelle and her friend, Karen, are at the movie theater trying to decide which film to

see. Michelle is more interested in comedies, but Karen would rather watch a horror

film. They need to decide in the next few minutes what to watch. They are having a

difficult time agreeing.



41 ANSWER KEYANSWER KEYANSWER KEYANSWER KEY

the slangman guide to STREET SPEAK 1 (ASSESSMENTS)

LESSON ONE – At the Party

2. FILL IN THE BLANKS

3. true or false

1. True

2. False

3. False

4. False

5. True
This is your chance to be as creative as you can! 

4. you’re the author!

1. matching
1. I

2. H

3. G

4. L

5. F

6. K

7. J

8. E

9. A

10. D

11. C

12. B

1. pooper

2. crashing the party / can’t stand

3. get a grip

4. had a blast

5. bugs me

1. ring up

2. to die for

3. from scratch / carries

4. carries

5. veggies

1. A

2. F

3. C

4. E

5. H

6. J

7. D

8. I

9. G

1. matching

4. you’re the author!

This is your chance to be as creative as you can! 

1. True

2. False

3. False

4. False

5. True

3. true or false

2. FILL IN THE BLANKS

LESSON TWO – At the MARKET

to Lessons 1-10
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42ANSWER KEYANSWER KEYANSWER KEYANSWER KEY

the slangman guide to STREET SPEAK 1 (ASSESSMENTS)

1. sleeper

2. blockbuster

3. red carpet event / premiere

4. lines

5. write-up

1. L

2. G

3. E

4. H

5. C

6. I

7. K

8. J

9. A

10. F

11. B

12. D

1. matching

4. you’re the author!

This is your chance to be as creative as you can! 

1. False

2. False

3. True

4. False

5. True

6. True

3. true or false

2. FILL IN THE BLANKS

LESSON THREE – At the movies

LESSON FOUR – ON VACATION

2. FILL IN THE BLANKS

3. true or false

1. True

2. False

3. False

4. True

5. False

6. False

This is your chance to be as creative as you can! 

4. you’re the author!

1. matching
1. D

2. I

3. L

4. B

5. A

6. K

7. H

8. F

9. J

10. G

11. E

12. C

1. sightsee

2. catch a movie

3. hit the town / sleep in

4. take a dip

5. B and B

1. red eye

2. wiped out / jet lag

3. way out in the boonies

4. travel light

5. carry-on

1. C

2. E

3. L

4. B

5. J

6. G

7. D

8. F

9. A

10. H

11. K

12. I

1. matching

4. you’re the author!

This is your chance to be as creative as you can! 

1. False

2. True

3. True

4. False

5. True

6. True

3. true or false

2. FILL IN THE BLANKS

LESSON FIVE – AT THE AIRPORT
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43 ANSWER KEYANSWER KEYANSWER KEYANSWER KEY

the slangman guide to STREET SPEAK 1 (ASSESSMENTS)

1. cut down

2. grab a bite

3. leftovers

4. skip

5. sweet tooth / pig out

1. B

2. J

3. E

4. H

5. L

6. F

7. K

8. D

9. G

10. A

11. C

12. I

1. matching

4. you’re the author!

This is your chance to be as creative as you can! 

1. False

2. False

3. True

4. False

5. False

6. True

3. true or false

2. FILL IN THE BLANKS

LESSON six – AT a restaurant

LESSON seven – on the road

2. FILL IN THE BLANKS

3. true or false

1. False

2. False

3. True

4. False

5. True

6. False

7. True

This is your chance to be as creative as you can! 

4. you’re the author!

1. matching
1. F

2. H

3. J

4. L

5. A

6. B

7. D

8. G

9. K

10. I

11. C

12. E

13. M

14. N

1. ran a light

2. fender-bender

3. hauled in / cop

4. lead foot

5. rush hour

6. lemon

1. straight A’s

2. cram

3. cutting class

4. aced / bombed

5. flunk

6. pop quiz

1. K

2. B

3. I

4. D

5. L

6. N

7. J

8. H

9. C

10. F

11. E

12. M

13. A

14. G

1. matching

4. you’re the author!

This is your chance to be as creative as you can! 

1. False

2. False

3. True

4. True

5. False

6. True

3. true or false

2. FILL IN THE BLANKS

LESSON eight – at school
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the slangman guide to STREET SPEAK 1 (ASSESSMENTS)

1. running a fever

2. back on my feet

3. blah / hit the gym

4. pull through

5. passed out

6. take it easy

1. F

2. K

3. G

4. D

5. A

6. E

7. B

8. L

9. C

10. J

11. M

12. H

13. I

14. N

1. matching

4. you’re the author!

This is your chance to be as creative as you can! 

1. False

2. False

3. True

4. True

5. False

6. True

3. true or false

2. FILL IN THE BLANKS

LESSON nine – to your health

LESSON ten – on a date

2. FILL IN THE BLANKS

3. true or false

1. True

2. False

3. True

4. False

5. False

6. True

This is your chance to be as creative as you can! 

4. you’re the author!

1. matching
1. L

2. E

3. G

4. N

5. J

6. B

7. O

8. C

9. A

10. M

11. F

12. D

13. K

14. H

15. I

1. puppy love

2. turn him down

3. stood her up / showed up

4. lead him on

5. tie the knot

6. strings attached
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